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Let J= (h,, h,, . . . . b,,) A be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A such that b. is non- 
nilpotent and let B = A[X,, . . . . X,]. Then a complete description of the asymptotic, 
essential, and quintessential prime divisors of K= (b,X, - bl, . . . . b,,X, - b,,) B is 
given, and a more detailed description of these prime divisors of K and of 
Ker(B + A[b,/b,, . . . . b,/b,]) is given when bO. b,, . . . . b, are an asymptotic, essen- 
tial, or A-sequence. Also, it is shown that there exists a unique essential prime 
divisor of K if and only if b,, b,, . . . . b, are an essential sequence and A has exactly 
one prime divisor of zero. c 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let J= (6,, 6,, . . . . bh) A be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A and let 
B= A[X,, . . . . X,]. Then one of the more frequently encountered 
honiomorphisms in commutative algebra is the one from B onto the 
monadic transformation C = A[b,/b,, . . . . 6,/b,]. If bO is regular, then A 
and C have the same total quotient ring so it is easy to determine the 
elements in Ass( B/H), where H = Ker( B + C), and it is not much more dif- 
ficult to do this when 6, is a nonnilpotent zero-divisor. In this paper we go 
considerably farther and give, in Sections 2, 3, and 4, a complete descrip- 
tion of the quitessential, asymptotic, and essential prime divisors of the 
important subideal K of H, where K = (b,X, - 6,) . . . . b,X, - bh) B. Then in 
Section 5 a considerably more detailed description is given for these prime 
divisors of K and of H in the important cases when bo, b,, . . . . b,, are an 
asymptotic, essential, or A-sequence. Finally, these results are used in 
Section 6 to prove a couple of new results concerning essential sequences. 
Monadic transformations occur in many research problems, so these 
results are of some interest and imprtance since they can often be used to 
gain additional information about A[b,/b,, . . . . b,/b,]. 
* Research on this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation Grant 
DMS-8521058. 
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2. A DESCRIPTION OF Q(K) 
The main result in this section, (2.6) gives a complete description of the 
quitessential prime divisors of K = (b,X, - b, , . . . . b,X, - bh) A [X,, . . . . X,] 
when J= (h,, h,, . . . . hh) A is an arbitrary ideal in a Noetherian ring A such 
that b, is not nilpotent. To prove (2.6) and the other results in this paper a 
number of facts concerning asymptotic, essential, and quintessential prime 
divisors are needed. Some of these have not as yet appeared in the 
literature, and others appear under different terminology and notation, 
since in [4] a rather big change in terminology was made (and these 
changes are carried forth in this paper). For these reasons we begin with 
the relevant definitions and then give a list of most of the known facts 
concerning them that are needed in what follows. 
All rings in this paper are commutative with identity and they will 
generally be Noetherian. If A is a semi-local (Noetherian) ring, then A* 
denotes the completion of A in its natural topology. And if I is an ideal in a 
Noetherian ring A, then R(A, I) denotes the Rees ring of A with respect to 
I; that is, R = R(A, I) is the graded subring R = A[u, tZ] of A[u, t], where t 
is an indeterminate and u = l/t. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A and let 
h,,, h,, . . . . h,, be nonunits in A. Then 
(2.1.1). A*(Z)= (PESpec(A); PgAss(A/Z”) for all large n}, 
a*(Z)= (P~spec(A); PEAss(A/(Z”),) for all large nj, where (a), is the 
integral closure in A of Z”, Q(Z)= {P~spec(A); Z(A,)* +z is P(A.)*- 
primary for some = E Ass(A,)*)}, and E(Z) = {p n A; p E Q(uR(A, I))}. P is 
a persistant (resp., asymptotic, quentessential, essential) prime divisor of Z in 
case PEA*(Z) (resp., a*(Z), Q(Z), E(Z)). 
(2.1.2). h,, h, , . . . . h, are an asymptotic (resp., essential) sequence in A 
in case (h,,h ,,..., h,,)A#A and b,$U{P; P~a*((b,,b ,,..., b,+,)A) 
(resp.. E((h,, h,, . . . . /I-,) A));. for i=O, 1, . . . . h. 
(2.1.3). If A is local with maximal ideal M, then Z(Z) denotes the 
ana!,,tic spread of I; so 1(Z) = depth((u, M) A[u, tZ]). 
The reason the analogous definition of a quintessential sequence was not 
given in (2.1.2) is that it was shown in [3, (3.10)] that 6,, b,, . . . . 6, are an 
essential sequence if and only if they are a quintessential sequence. 
(2.2) Remark. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A. Then the 
following hold: 
(2.2.1). The sets Ass( A/Z”) and Ass(A/(I”k,) are stable for all large n, 
by ([l; 9, (2.7)]; see also [6]), so A*(Z) and A*(Z) are well defined finite 
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sets of prime ideals containing Z. Also, it is shown in [7, (3.3.1)] (resp., 
C3, (2.3.3)]) that Q(Z) (resp., E(Z)) is a well defined (finite) subset of 
A*(Z), and it is shown in [3, (2.5.7)] that A^*(Z)u Q(Z)cE(Z). 
(2.2.2). If A is locally unmixed and Z= (b,, b,, . . . . bh) A is such that 
height(Z) = h + 1, then A*(Z) = Q(Z) = E(Z) = {P; P is a minimal prime 
divisor of I), by [3, (2.4)]. (The additional hypothesis in [3, (2.4)] that 
height( h,, h, , . . . . h,) A ) = i + 1 for i = 0, 1, . . . . h was not used to prove this 
part of the result.) 
(2.2.3). It is clear from the definitions that each minimal prime 
divisor of Z is in a*(Z) n Q(Z). 
(2.2.4). If -? E Ass(A ) and if P is a minimal prime divisor of Z+ z, then 
PE Q(Z), by 17, (3.3.4)l. 
(2.3.5). If N is an ideal in A such that H,=Z,, then A^*(H)=a*(Z), 
by [S, (2.4)], and E(H)=E(Z), by [3, (2.5.6)], and if Rad(H)=Rad(Z), 
then Q(H) = Q(Z), by [7, (3.3.5)]. 
(2.2.6). If P E Spec( A ) and S is a multiplicatively closed set in A such 
that PnS=@, then PEG* (resp., Q(Z), E(Z)) if and only if 
PAs~A^*(ZAA,) (resp., Q(ZA,), E(ZA,)), by [ll, (2.9.2)] (resp., [7, (3.3.2); 
3, (2.5.1)]). 
(2.2.7) PEA*(Z) (resp., Q(Z), E(Z)) if and only if P/zeA^*((Z+z)/z) 
(resp., Q( (I+ z)/;), E( (I+ 2)/z)) for some minimal (resp., for some) 
z~Ass(A) that is contained in P, by [12, (6.3)] (resp., [7, (3.5); 3, 
(2.5.2)]). 
(2.2.8). If D is a Noetherian ring which is a faithfully flat A-module, 
then A*(Z) = A^*(ZD) n A (resp., Q(Z) = Q(ZD) n A, E(Z) = E(ZD) n A), and 
if P E A*(Z) and P* is a minimal prime divisor of PD, then P* E A^*(ZD) 
(resp., QfZD), E(ZD)), by Cl& (6.5), (6.8)l (resp., C7, (3.6); 3, (2.5.3)1). 
(2.2.9). If D is a finite integral extension ring of A, then 
a(Z)ca*(ZD)nA (resp., Q(Z)cQ(ZD)nA, E(Z)cE(ZD)nA), and if 
7 urn Ass(D) (resp., Ass(D)) implies that z n A em Ass(A) (resp., Ass(A)), 
;hen all three equalities hold, by [14, (3.3.4)] (resp., [7, (3.8); 3, (2.5.4)]). 
(Here, nz Ass(R) is the set of minimal prime ideals in the ring R.). 
(2.2.10). It follows readily from the definitions and (2.2.1) that an 
A-sequence is an essential sequence, and that an essential sequence is an 
asymptotic sequence. Also, if A is locally quasi-unmixed (resp., unmixed), 
then h,, b, , . . . . 6, are an asymptotic (resp., essential) sequence in A if and 
only if height((b,, b ,,..., b,)A)=i+ 1 for i=O, l,..., h, by [Il, (4.6)1 
(resp., [7, (6.1)]). (The hypothesis concerning height((L 61, . . ..bi)A) was 
inadvertantly omitted in [ 11 I.) 
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(2.2.11). If b,,h,, . ..) b, are an asymptotic (resp., essential) sequence 
in A, then b, is not in any minimal (resp., any) prime divisor of zero in A, 
by [ll, (2.3.3)] (resp., [7, (4.2.1)]), and it follows readily from (2.1.2, 
2.3.3) that height((b,, h,, . . . . b,)A)=i+ 1 for i=O, 1, . . . . h. 
(2.2.12). If b,,, b,, . . . . b, are an asymptotic (resp., essential) sequence 
in A and S is a multiplicatively closed set in A such that 
(ho, b,, . . . . bh) A, # A,Y, then the images in A, of the hi are an asymptotic 
(resp., essential) sequence in A,.+ by [ll, (2.9.1)] (resp., [3, (3.3)]). 
(2.2.13). ho, b,, . . . . h, are an asymptotic (resp., essential) sequence in 
A if and only if their images in A/z are an asymptotic (resp., essential) 
sequence in A/z for all minimal (resp., for all) 2 E Ass(A), by [ 11, (6.1)] 
(resp., [3, (3.4)1). 
(2.2.14). Jf D is a Noetherian ring which is a faithfully flat A-module, 
then h,,, h,, . . . . h, are an asymptotic (resp., essential) sequence in A if and 
only if they are an asmptotic (resp., essential) sequence in D, by [ 11, (5.1)] 
(rev., C3, (3.5)1). 
(2.3) Not&ion. Let b be a nonnilpotent element in a ring A and let 
Z=U ((O):h”‘A;nr>Oj. Then 
(2.3.1). A[l/h] denotes the ring (A/Z)[l/b’], where b’=b+Z (so 6’ 
is regular in A/Z). 
(2.3.2). A[b,/b, . . . . b,/b] denotes the subring of A[l/b] generated 
over A/Z by the elements hi/b’ (i= 1, . . . . h), where the ’ denotes residue 
class modulo Z. 
We can now state and prove our first result, which describes the prime 
divisors of Ker(A[X,, . . . . X,,] + A[b,/bO, . . . . b,/b,]). The notation 
introduced in (2.4) will be used throughout this paper. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. Let J= (h,, bl, . . . . h,,) A be an ideal in a Noetherian 
ring A such that b, $ RAd(A) and let 2 = IJ {(O): bl;A; m 3 O}. Let 
B=AIX1 ,..., X,], h=bb,Xj-bj (i=l,..., h), K=(f, ,..., fh) B, and 
H = Ker(o), where IS is the natural homomorphism from B onto 
C= A[b,/b,, . . . . b,/b,] (see (2.3.2)). Let P,, . . . . P, be the prime divisors of 
H and let ci= Pin A (j= 1, . . . . g). Then z,, . . . . zg are distinct and they are 
the prime divisors of zero in A that do not contain b,, Ass(A/Z) = (zj/Z; 
j= 1, . ..) g}, and each P, is a minimal prime divisor of H + zj, so 
(P, 2 .“, P, > c P(H) n Q(K). 
Proof: By (2.3.2) A/Z is a subring of C and A/Z and C have the same 
total quotient ring. Also, the P,/H are the prime divisors of zero in C, 
and (P,/H)n (A/Z) =z,/Z, so it follows that z,, . . . . zg are distinct, that 
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they are the ideals in Ass(A) that do not contain b,, and that 
Ass(A/Z) = {zj/Z; j= 1, . . . . g}. Further, since A/Z and C have the same 
total quotient ring, it follows that each P,/H is a minimal prime divisor of 
YZ) c3 
so P, is a minimal prime divisor of H + zjB, and so 
1, . ..I P,} _C Q(H), by (2.2.4). Finally, fix j = 1, . . . . g and let P = P, and 
z = z,. Then (P/zB) n (A/z) = (0), so L = (B/“IB)~,=~ is a localization of 
FCX, , ..., X,], where F is the quotient field of A/z, so L is a regular local 
ring of altitude at most h. And, with ’ denoting residue class modulo zB, 
((K+ zB)/zB) L is generated by X, - b’,/bb, . . . . X, - bL/bb (since bb is a unit 
in F), so it follows that (P/zB) L = ((K+zB)/zB) L, so P/zB is a minimal 
prime divisor of (K+ zB)/zB, and so PE Q(K), by (2.2.3, 2.2.7). Q.E.D. 
Proposition (2.5) is an important special case of the main result in this 
section, (2.6); namely, the case when A is a complete local domain. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (2.4) assume that A is a com- 
plete local domain with maximal ideal M. Then the following statements 
hold: 
(2.5.1). [f height(J) = h + 1, then Q(K) = Q(H) = (H ). 
(2.5.2). Zf height(J) <h + 1, then ME Q(J) if and only if there exists 
P E Q(K) such that P n A = M. If there exists such an ideal P, then P = MB 
is a minimal prime divisor of K and Q(K) = { H, MB}. 
Proof (2.5.1). Since A is an integral domain, it is clear that H is a 
prime ideal. Also, since A is complete and height(J) = h + 1, (2.2.10) shows 
that b,, h,, . . . . b, are an essential sequence in A, so it will be shown in 
(5.4.1) below that E(K)=E(H)= {H). Further, Q(K)EE(K) and 
Q(H) c E(H), by (2.2.1), so it follows from (2.2.3) that Q(K) = Q(H) = 
{Hl. 
(2.5.2). Assume first that MEQ(J), so J is M-primary (by the 
definition of Q(J) and since A is a complete local domain). Now 
K z JB_c MB, so MB contains a minimal prime divisor q’ of K. Suppose 
that q’ # MB, so JB & q’, since JB is MB-primary. Therefore b,, 4 q’, since 
otherwise the h elements bi = b,X, -fi are in q’ and this implies the contra- 
diction that JBc q’. Thus q’B[l/b,] is a minimal prime divisor of 
G=(X,-b,/b, ,..., X, - b,/b,) B[ l/b,]. But it is clear that G = HB[ l/b,] 
is prime, so q’ = H. However, since J is M-primary and height(J) < h + 1 it 
follows that height(H) = h > height(M) = height(MB) > height(q’) = 
height(H), and this a contradiction. Therefore MB = q’ is a minimal prime 
divisor of K, so MBE Q(K), by (2.2.3). 
For the converse, let PE Q(K) such that P n A = M. Let A’ be the 
integral closure of A, so A’ is a finite A-module and is a complete local 
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domain. Let B’=A’[X,, . . . . X,], and by (2.2.9) let P’eQ(KB’) such that 
P’ n B = P. Then if it is shown that P’ = MB’ and M’ E Q(JA’), where M’ 
is the maximal ideal in A’, then it is readily seen that P= MB, and it 
follows from (2.2.9) that ME Q(J). Therefore it may be assumed to begin 
with that A = A’ is integrally closed, so B= B’ and P= P’. Let N be 
a maximal ideal in B that contains P, so N n A = M, and so there 
exist manic polynomials g,(X,) in A[X,, . . . . X,-,1 such that 
N=(M,g,(X,), . . . . g,,(X,?)) B. Assume first that g,(X,)=X; for i= 1, . . . . h. 
Then B, is analytically normal, since its completion is A[ [X,, . . . . X,]], so 
B,= (BN),,, is analytically irreducible by [S, (37.8)]. Therefore since 
PE Q(K) it follows from the definition of quitessential prime divisor that P 
is a minimal prime divisor of K. Also, M contains a minimal prime divisor 
qofJ,soKcqB~MB~P,soitfollowsthatP=qB=MBandthatM=q 
is a minimal prime divisor of J, so ME Q(J), by (2.2.3). 
Next, if some g,(X,) ZX,, then let B, = A[g,(X,), . . . . gh(Xh)] and 
N,, = N n B,, so N, = (M, g,(X,), . . . . gh(Xh)) B, and NOB = N. Also, B is 
a finite integral extension domain of B,, so N, B = N implies that B,B 
is a finite integral extension domain of (Bo),,,, z B,,,‘, where 
N* = (M, X,, . . . . X,) B. Therefore (B,), is analytically normal, since B,,,. 
is, and B, is integrally closed and is a localization of the integral closure 
B, of (BO),,,” in the quotient field of B, so it follows from [S, (37.8)] that 
B, is analytically irreducible. Thus it follows as in the preceding paragraph 
that P = MB and that ME Q(J). 
Finally, if NE Q(K) and ME Q(J), then it follows as in the second 
paragraph of this proof that either N = H or JG N n A. Now to show that 
Q(K) = {H, MB; it may clearly be assumed that N# H. Then since 
ME Q(J) and since A is a complete local domain, it follows from the 
definition of quintessential prime divisor that J is M-primary, so JE N n A 
implies that N n A = M, and so N = MB by what has already been shown. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem (2.6) is the main result in this section. It gives a complete 
description of the prime ideals in Q(K) when J= (b,, b,, . . . . bh) A is an 
arbitrary ideal in A such that b, is not nilpotent. It should be noted that 
if J= A, then (2.6, 4.2) show that Q(K) = E(K)= {P,, . . . . P,}, the set 
of prime divisors of H, and (3.3) shows that a*(K) = {P,. . . . . Pd}, the 
set of minimal prime divisors of H. And it should also be noted that 
the condition height((J(A,)* + z)/z) < h + 1 in (2.6) is equivalent to 
height((pA,)*/z) < h + 1, since p(A,)*/z~ Q((J(A,)* + z)/z) implies that 
(J(A,)* +2)/z is p(A,)*/z-primary (by definition and since (A,)*/2 is a 
complete local domain). Finally, for the set S,, the condition that p E Q(J) 
is not needed, since by (2.2.7, 2.2.8, 2.2.6) this is implied by the condition 
p(A,,)*/z~ Q((J(A,)* + z)/z). However, it was included to help limit atten- 
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tion to a small set of prime ideals when trying to decide which prime ideals 
are in Q(K). A similar statement holds for the sets S, in (3.3,4.2). 
(2.6) THEOREM. With the notation of (2.4), Q(K) = S, u S2 u S,, where 
s, = {P,, . . . . P,;., S2= {pB;J&p~Ass(A)j, and S,= {pB; p$Ass(A), 
PE Q(J), and there exists ZE Ass((A,)*) such that p(A,)*/z E 
Q( (J( A,))* + z)/z) and height(J(A,)* + z)/=) < h + 1 >. 
Proof: S, z Q(K), by (2.4). If pB E S,, then pB E Ass(B) and 
KC JB cpB, so it follows immediately from the definition, (2.1.1), that 
pB E Q(K). If p E S,, then let R = A,, and D = R*[X,, . . . . X,,]. Then D is 
a faithfully flat B,, -,-module, and we now consider the two cases: 
(a) h,,$= n A and (b) h, E -? n A. (The reason for considering (b) is that in 
(2.5) we assumed that h, # 0, so (2.5 ) is not applicable if the image of b, in 
R*/z is zero.) if (a) holds, then since PE S, it follows from (2.5.2) that 
~D/zDEQ((KD+zD)/zD), so PBEQ(K), by (2.2.7, 2.2.8, 2.2.6). If (b) 
holds, then JR* + : is pR*-primary, since p E Q(J), so (JR* + z)/z is pR*/z- 
primary. Also, h, E = implies that (KD + zD)/zD = ((JR* + z)/z)( D/,-D), so 
(KD + zD)/zD is pD-primary. Therefore pD/zD E Q( (KD + zD)/zD), by 
(2.2.3) so it follows as in (a) that pB E Q(K). 
For the opposite inclusion let P E Q(K) and let p = P n A. If b, #p, then 
let D = B[ l/&l and G = KD, so G = (X, -hi/b;, . . . . X, - bL/bb) DE PD, 
where b,T is the Z-residue class of hi in A/Z. Therefore Ass(D/G”) = 
Ass(D/G) for all n3 1, by [12, (3.3)] ( since the h elements X, - bj/bb are a 
D-sequence). Thus PDE Q(KD), by (2.2.6), and Q(KD) = Q(G), so it 
follows from (2.2.1) that PD E Ass( D/G). Therefore, since HD is generated 
by the Xi - b:/bb, it follows from (2.4) that PD = P,D for some j = 1, . . . . g, 
so P= PiES,. 
Therefore it may be assumed that 6, EP, so J cp and K L pB L P. If 
PEAss(B), then pass and P=pB, so PEST. 
Therefore it may also be assumed that P $ Ass(B). Let R = A, and 
D = R*[X,, . . . . X,], so D is a faithfully flat B, -,-module. Therefore 
PD E Q( KD), by (2.2.6, 2.2.8) so there exists 2 E Ass(R*) such that 
ZD 5 PD and PD/zD E Q((KD + zD)/zD), by (2.2.7). Now PD # zD, since 
P 4 Ass(B). If height( (JR* + =)/z) > h + 1, then the equality holds (since J is 
generated by h + 1 elements) and it follows from (2.5.1) that 
Q((KD + zD)/zD) is one point set, say (H*}, and that H* n (R*/z) = (0), 
and this contradicts the fact that PD/zDE Q(KD +zD)/zD) and 
(PD/zD) n (R*/z) =pR*/z # (0). Therefore height((JR* + z)/z) <h + 1, so 
we consider the two cases: (a) b,,E z n A and (b) b,$z n A. If (a) holds, 
then it follows from (2.5.2) that PD/zD = (pR*/z)(D/zD) and that pR*/z E 
Q((JR* + z)/=). And if (b) holds, then it follows as in the first paragraph 
of this proof that (KD + zD)/zD = ((JR* + z)/z)(D/zD), so PD/zD E 
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Q( (KD + zD)/zD) and (PD/,-D) n (R*/z) =pR*/z imply that pR*/z E 
Q((JR* + z)/z), by (2.2.8), and that PD/zD = (pR*/z)(D/zD). Thus in both 
cases it follows that P=pB and that PE Q(J) (by (2.2.7, 2.2.8, 2.2.6)), so 
PESX. Q.E.D. 
(2.7) COROLLARY. If J= (h,, h,, . . . . h,,) A and h, is not nilpotent, and if 
p E Q(J) is such that either p E Ass(A) or height(p) < h + 1, then pB E Q(K). 
Proof If p E Ass(A), then pB is in the set S2 of (2.6), and if height(p) < 
/I + 1 (and p E Q(J), $ Ass(A)), then it follows from (2.2.7, 2.2.8, 2.2.6) that 
pB is in the set S, of (2.6), so the conclusion follows from (2.6). Q.E.D. 
(2.8) Remark. With the notation of (2.4), if P E Q(K) and p = P n A, 
then either p E Ass(A) or p E Q(J) and P = pB. 
Proqf: P, n A E Ass(A), by (2.4) so this follows immediately from (2.6). 
Q.E.D. 
3. A DESCRIPTION OF a*(K) 
The main result in this section, (3.3), gives a complete description of the 
ideals in A*(K) for the case where J= (b,, b , . . . . . b,,) A is an arbitrary ideal 
in A such that b, is not nilpotent. 
To prove (3.3) we first consider the important special case when (A, M) 
is a quasi-unmixed local domain. For this case, by comparing (2.5.2) with 
(3.1.3) it might be thought that (3.1.3) could be completed with 
a*(K) = {H, MB}; but this need not hold (even when A is a complete local 
domain). For example, if M and P # M are in a*(J) and P is a minimal 
prime divisor of J, then PB is a minimal prime divisor of K (the proof is 
similar to the first paragraph of the proof of (2.5.2), since ME a*(J) 
implies that height(M) = l(J), by [6, Proposition 4.11 (see (2.1.3) and the 
next paragraph), and since l(J) d h + 1, its number of generators), so 
PB&*(K), by (2.2.3). 
Proposition (3.1) is the a*(K) analog of (2.5). In its proof we use the 
following two results, [6, Proposition 4.1; 12, (2.7)]: If A is a locally quasi- 
unmixed Noetherian domain and IS P are ideals in A such that P is prime, 
then PE a*(Z) if and only if height(P) = f(ZA.) if and only if there exists a 
(height one) prime divisor p of uR(A, I)’ such that p n A = P (where 
R(A, I)’ is the integral closure of R(A, I)). 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (2.4) assume that (A, M) is a 
quasi-unmixed local domain. Then the following statements hold: 
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(3.1.1). If height(J) = h + 1, then a*(H) = {H}. 
(3.1.2). rf height(J) < 1(J) = h + 1 = height(M), then ME a*(J), 
MB $ a*(K), and no ideal in A*(K) lies ouer M. 
(3.1.3). If I(J)<h + 1, then MEA*(J) if and only if there exists 
P E a*(K) such that P n A = M. If there exists such an ideal P, then 
P=MB. 
Proof: (3.1.1). By [lo, (2.9)] i*(K)= {H} and H=K,, so 
a*(H) = a*(K), by (2.2.5). 
For (3.1.2), since A and B,,,, are quasi-unmixed, it follows from 
[6, Proposition 4.11 that ME a(J) if and only if I(J) = height(M) and that 
if KG P E Spec(B), then P E a*(K) if and only if l(KB,) = height(P). 
Therefore (3.1.2) follows, since KB is generated by h elements (so 
I(KB,) d h < height(MB)). 
For (3.1.3), let A=R(A,.J), B=R(B,K), and C=A(X, ,..., X,], so 
C= B[u, tJ] =B[th,] (since th,= tb,X,- t+EB[tb,]). Assume first that 
ME A*(J), so by [ 12, (2.7)] there exists a height one prime divisor p’ of 
uA’ that lies over M, where A’ is the integral closure of A. Then p = p’ n A 
has height one, since A satisfies the altitude formula (since A is quasi- 
unmixed). Let q’=pC, q=q’nB, and P-qnB, so PnA=M. Now it is 
clear that the q’-residue classes of Xi, . . . . X, are algebraically independent 
over- A/p 2 A/M, so B = A [X, , . . . . X,] implies that q’ n B = MB (since the 
q’ n B-residue classes of the Xi are algebraically independent over A/M), 
hence P = q’ n B = MB. If it is shown that tb, + q’ is algebraic over B/q, 
then since C = B[tho] it follows from the altitude formula for q’ over B 
that height(q’) = height(q) = 1 (since trd((C/q’)/(B/q)) = 0 = trd(C/B)), and 
so MB= qn BE A*(K), by [12, (2.7)]. Therefore to complete the first half 
of the proof of (3.1.3) it suffices to show that tb, + q’ is algebraic over B/q. 
For this, it may clearly be assumed that tb, + q’ is transcendental over 
A/M, so since tb, E A, let d b 0 such that trd((A/p)/(A/M)) = d + 1. If d = h, 
then since (u, M) A rp it follows from the definition of 1(J), (2.1.3), that 
I(J) 2 h + 1, and J is generated by h + 1 elements, so 1(J) = h + 1, and this 
contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore d < h. Also, trd( (C/q’)/(B/P)) = d + 1, 
since A/M G A/p E C/q’ and A/M E B/P G B/q G C/q’ (and since trd( (C/q’)/ 
(A/p)) = h = trd( (B/P)/( A/M))). Since tb, + q’ is transcendental over A/M, 
by renumbering the tbi (i= 1, . . . . h), if necessary, it may be assumed that 
the q’-residue clases of tb,, tb,, . . . . tb, are a transcendence basis for A/p 
over A/M. Let A, = A[u, tb,, . . . . tbd], so trd((A,/(p n A,))/(A/M)) = d. Let 
B, = A [X, , . . . . X,], let B, = B,[u, tf , . . . . t&l, and let C, = B,[tb,]. Then 
B, c B, so it may be assumed that tb,+ q’ is transcendental over 
B,/(q’ n B,). Also, C, = B,[u, tb,, . . . . tbd] = A,[X,, . . . . X,], so it follows 
that trd((C,/(q’ n C,))/(A/M)) = 2d+ 1, so trd((B,/(q’ n B,))/(A/M)) = 2d. 
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Now Xc,+, is an indeterminate and tb, + q’ is transcendental over 
B&q’ n B,), so tf,, , + q’ = ( tboXd+ , - tbd+ r ) + q’ is transcendental over 
W(q’nW. Let B, =&S&+,1, so B, GB and trd((B,/(q’nB,))I(AIM)) 
= 2d + 1. Also, the q’-residue classes of Xd+ 2, . . . . X, are algebraically 
independent over B,/(q’n B,), so it follows that trd((B/q)/(A/M)) = h + d. 
Therefore, since trd((C/q’)/(A/M)) = h + d it follows that C/q’ is algebraic 
over B/q, hence rb, + q’ is. 
For the converse, assume that PEA*(K) is such that P n A = M and let 
A, B, and C be as in the first half of this proof. By [ 12, (2.7)] let q* be a 
height one prime divisor of uB’ that lies over P, where B’ is the integral 
closure of B, and let q = q* n B, so height(q) = 1, by the altitude formula. 
Now B;* is a discrete valuation ring, so either (a) uB$ < b,B;. or 
(b) h,B& G z/B;, . 
Suppose first that (a) holds; we will get a contradiction by using the 
altitude formula. For this, the !z elementsf, = Xi- hi/b, are in q*Bb., since 
the h elements h,X,- bi are in uBb* < b,,B$*. Let D = B[b,/b,, . . . . b,/b,] 
and D = D[u, rf,, . . . . tfh], so D = B[b,/b,, . . . . bh/bo] and D LB;.. Let 
p’ = q*Bk, n D and P’ =p’ n D. Then p’ is a height one prime ideal, 
since B c D and p’ n B = q* n B = q is a height one prime ideal. Also, P’ 
contains the h elements X,-hi/b, and it also contains the ideal 
MD, so k = height( P’) 2 h + 1. Further, u EP’, so since D/p’ is generated 
over D/P’ by the p/-residue classes of the h elements tfi, it follows that 
t = trd( (D/p’)/( D/P’)) < h. Moreover, trd(D/D) = 1. However, by applying 
the altitude formula it follows that height(p’) + trd((D/p’)/(D/P’)) = 
height(P’) + trd(D/D); that is, 1 + t = k + 1, and it has already been noted 
that t < /I <k. Therefore this contradiction implies that (a) does not hold. 
Therefore it may be assumed that (b) holds, so tb,EBb., hence 
C = B[tb”] c B;.. Let q’ = q*Bi, n C and p = q’ n A. Then height(q’) = 1, 
since BGC and height(q* nB)= 1, so height(p)< 1, since the Xi are 
algebraically independent over A. But p n A = q* n A = P n A = M, so 
height(p) = 1 and pn A = M, hence MEA*(J), by [12, (2.7)]. Also, 
q’ =pC and the PC-residue classes of X,, . . . . X, are algebraically indepen- 
dent over A/p 1 A/M, so it follows that q’ n A[X,, . . . . ,%‘,,I = 
MA [X, , . . . . X,,]; that is, q’ n B = MB, hence P = q* n B = q’ n B = MB. 
Q.E.D. 
(3.2) COROLLARY. With the notation of (3.1), if Z(J) < h + 1, then the 
,following are equivalent: 
(3.2.1). l(J) = height(M). 
(3.2.2). I(KB,,) = height(M). 
(3.2.3 ). I( (K, b,) B,,,,,) = height(M). 
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Prooj: Section (3.2.1) o (3.2.3) since JB = (K, 6,) B. And since A is 
quasi-unmixed, (3.2.1 ) o (3.2.2), by (3.1.3) and [6, Proposition 4.11. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM (3.3) is the A*(K) analog of (2.6). In its proof and throughout 
the remainder of this section we use m Ass(D) to denote the minimal 
elements in Ass(D), where D is a ring. 
(3.3) THEOREM. With the notation of (2.4), renumber the Pi (j= 1, . . . . g) 
so that P,, . . . . P, correspond to the minimal prime ideals in A that do 
not contain 6,. Then a*(K)= S, u SzuS3, where S, = {PI, . . . . Pd}, 
S,= (pB; Jcpern Ass(A)}, and S,= {pB; p$mAss(A), BEAM*, and 
there exists z~m Ass((A,)*) such that p(A,)*/zeA*((J(A,)* +z) and 
I((J(A,)* + z-,/z) < h + 1 }. 
Proqf: Fix j= 1, . . . . d and let P= Pi. Then it is shown in [ 10, (2.5.2)] 
that PB, = K, B,. Therefore P E Ass(B/K,), and it is shown in [ 12, (2.4)] 
that a*(J) = u {Ass(A/(Z’),); n 3 1 } holds for all ideals Z, so S, s A*(K). If 
pBeS,, then pBEmAss(B) and KsJBzpB, so pBea*(K), by (2.2.3). 
And the proof that S, &a*(K) is similar to the proof that S3 G Q(K) in 
(2.6) but use (3.1.3) in place of (2.5.2). 
For the opposite inclusion let P E d*(K) and let p = P n A. If bO $p, then 
let G and D = B[ l/b;] be as in the second paragraph of the proof of (2.6). 
Then it follows as in that proof that P = P, for some j = 1, . . . . g and that 
GD = HD = KD. Also, PD E a*(KD), by (2.2.6), so by (2.2.7) there exists 
zEmAss(A) such that zDcPD and PD/zDE~*((KD+zD)/zD). But it is 
clear that (KD + zD)/zD = (GD + zD)/zD is a prime ideal that lies over 
zero in E/,-E, where E = A[ l/b;], and that (PD/zD) n (E/zE) = pE/zE. 
Therefore it follows that p = z E m Ass(A), so P= Pi for some j= 1, . . . . d, 
and so PES,. 
Therefore it may be assumed that b, EP, so Jsp and K LPB E P. If 
P E m Ass(B), then p E m Ass(A) and P = pB, so P E S,. 
Therefore it may also be assumed that P $ m Ass(B). Let R = A,. Then 
since JR* is generated by h + 1 elements it follows that /((JR* + z)/z) < 
h + 1 for all -I E nz Ass( R*). Therefore the proof that P E S, is similar to the 
last paragraph of the proof of (2.6) but use /((JR* + z)/z) in place of 
height((JR*+,-)/z), and use (3.1.2, 3.1.1) (since height(J)=h+ 1 implies 
that f(J) = h + 1) (resp., (3.1.3)) in place of (2.5.1) (resp., (2.5.2)). Q.E.D. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. If J= (b,, b,, . . . . b,,) A and b, is not nilpotent, and if 
pcA*(J) is such that either pEmAss(A) or I(JA,)<h+ 1, then 
pB&*(K). 
Proof If PE m Ass(A), then pB is in the set SZ of (3.3), and if 
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I(JA,) < h + 1 (and pea*(J), 4 m Ass(A)), then it follows from (2.2.6, 
2.2.8, 2.2.7) that pB is in the set S, of (3.3) (since Z(JA,)=I(J(A,)*) and 
since it is readily seen that /((I+ H)/H) d I(H) holds for all ideals I and H), 
so the conclusion follows from (3.3 ). Q.E.D. 
(3.5) Remark. With the notation of (2.4), if Pea*(K) and p = Pn A, 
then either p~Ass(A) or PEA*(J) and P=pB. 
ProoJ: Pin A E Ass(A) for j = 1, . . . . d, by (2.4), so this follows 
immediately from (3.3). Q.E.D. 
4. A DESCRIPTION OF E(K) 
The main result in this section, (4.2), gives a complete description of the 
ideals in E(K) for the case where J= (h,, h,, . . . . b,,) A is an arbitrary ideal 
such that h, is not nilpotent. To prove (4.2) we first consider the important 
special case when A is an unmixed local domain. 
Proposition (4.1) is the E(K) analog of (2.5, 3.1). 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (2.4) assume that (A, M) is an 
unmixed local domain. Then the following statements hold: 
(4.1.1). Ifheight(J)=h+ 1, the E(K)=E(H)= {H}. 
(4.1.2). !f height(J) <I(J) = h + 1 = height(M), then ME E(J), 
MB $ E( K ), and no ideal in E( K ) lies over M. 
(4.1.3). Zf I(J)< h+ 1, then MEE(J) if and onl-y if there exists 
P E E( K ) such that P n A = M. If there exists such an ideal P, then P = MB. 
Proof: It is shown in [3, (2.1 l)] that E(I) = i*(I) for all ideals Z in an 
unmixed local ring, so this follows immediately from (3.1). Q.E.D. 
Theorem (4.2) is the E(K) analog of (2.6, 3.3). 
(4.2) THEOREM. With the notation of (2.4), E(K) = S, v Sz v S,, where 
s, = {P,, . . . . Pg}, S,= (pB; Jzp~Ass(A)}, and S,= {pB; p$Ass(A), 
PEE(J), and there exists 2~ Ass((A,)*) such that p(A,)*/z~ 
E((J(A,)*+z)/z) and I((J(A,)*+z)/z)<h+ 1). 
Proof: S, u S,G Q(K), by (2.6), and Q(K) E E(K), by (2.2.1), and the 
proof that S, E E(K) is similar to the proof that S, G Q(K) in (2.6), but use 
(4.1.3) in place of (2.4.2). 
For the opposite inclusion let P E E(K) and let p = P n A. If 6, $p or 
P E Ass(B), then it follows as in the second and third paragraphs of the 
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proof of (2.6) that p E S, u SZ, so it may be assumed that b, EP and that 
P $ Ass(B). Then the proof that P E S, is similar to the last paragraph of 
the proof of (3.3), but use (4.1) in place of (3.1). Q.E.D. 
(4.3) COROLLARY. ZfJ= (h,, hl, . . . . h,,) A and h, is not nilpotent, and if 
p E E(J) is such that either p E Ass(A) or l(JA,) < h + 1, then pB E E(K). 
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of (3.4), so it will be omitted. 
Q.E.D. 
(4.4) Remark. With the notation of (2.4), if PEE(K) and p = P n A, 
then either PE Ass(A) or PE (J) and P=pB. 
Proof. Pin AEAss(A) for j= 1, . . . . g, by (2.4), so this follows 
immediately from (4.2). Q.E.D. 
5. A DESCRIPTION OF Q(K), A*(K), AND E(K) WHEN J IS 
GENERATED BY A SEQUENCE 
The main result in this section, (5.2), gives a detailed description of the 
quintessential, asymptotic, and essential prime divisors of K and of H when 
b,, b,,...., b, are either an asymptotic, essential, or A-sequence. 
To prove (5.2) we need the following lemma. Much of (5.1) was proved 
in [lo], but it plays an important role in (5.2), so it seems appropriate to 
include it here. 
(5.1) LEMMA. With the notation of (2.4) assume that p is a prime ideal in 
A such that height( J+p)/p) = h + 1. Then Rad(K +pB) is a prime ideal P, 
Pn A=p, P/pB= Ker(B/pB+ (A/p)[b;/bb, . . . . bj,/bb]) (where ’ denotes 
residue class module p), B,/pB, is a regular local ring of altitude h, and 
(K”+pB)B,=(H”+pB)B,=(P”+pB)B, for all nal. Moreover, ij” 
PE Ass(A), then PE Ass(B/H). 
Proof Let D = B/pB. Then, with C= B/H as in (2.4), it is shown in 
[lo, (2.9)] that Ker(D + C/(pA[l/b,] n C)) is a prime ideal H*, that 
H* = Rad( (K+pB)/pB), that D,. is a regular local ring of altitude h, and 
that, with K’= (K+pB)/pB, K”‘Dn*= H*“D,* for all n> 1. Therefore it 
readily follows that all the conclusions except the last hold with P the pre- 
image in B of H*. For the last conclusion, if p E Ass(A), then it is clear that 
6, $ p, so p/Z E Ass( A/Z), hence p’ = pA [ l/b,] n C E Ass(C). Therefore if P’ 
is the pre-image in B of p’. then BJP’ = (B/H)/( PI/H) = Cfp’ = 
(B/pB)/( P/pB) = B/P. Thus P = P’ 2 H, so P/H =p’ is a prime divisor of 
zero in C, and so P is a prime divisor of H. Q.E.D. 
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Theorem (5.2) is the main result in this section. It gives a quite detailed 
description of the prime divisors P, , . . . . P, of H (see (2.4)) when 
b,, b,, .*.1 b, have various nice properties. Of the four parts of (5.2), the one 
concerning essential sequences, (5.2.3), is completely new; the other parts 
are partly known. However, it takes nearly as much effort to state and 
prove (5.2.3) separately, so it seems worthwhile to include all four parts to 
show how strengthening the hypothesis on the bj affects the description of 
the ideals P,, . . . . P,. More will be said on this in (5.3). 
(5.2) THEOREM. With the notation of (2.4) the following statements hold: 
(5.2.1). Zj‘ height(J)= h+ 1, then Rad(K)= Rad(H), SO Q(K)= 
Q(H 1. 
(5.2.2). If the hi are an asymptotic sequence in A, then height(J) = 
h + 1, so the conclusions of (5.2.1) hold, Also, if P, , . . . . Prl are the minimal 
prime divisors of K and of H, then the Pin A are distinct and they are the 
minimalprimes in Ass(A), A*(K)=A*(H)= {P,,...,P,j, (K”),=(H”),for 
aNnal, andK,=H,=n {P,;i=l,..., d}. 
(5.2.3). If the b, are an essential sequence in A, then they are an 
asy*mptotic sequence in A, so the conclusions of (5.2.2) hold. Also, tf 
(P , 7 . . . . P,} are the prime divisors of H, then the P, n A are distinct, they are 
the primes in Ass(A), and E(K)=E(H)= {P,, . . . . P,). Further, ifPEE 
and -? = P n A, then D = B,IzB, is a regular local ring of altitude h, and 
(K”+zB)B,=(H”+z)B,=(P”+zB)B,foralln31. 
(5.2.4). If the h, are an A-sequence, then they are an essential sequence 
in A, so the conclusions of (5.2.3) hold. Also, H = K is generated by a 
B-sequence, and if {P,, . . . . P,) are the prime divisors of H, then 
Ass(B/H”) = {P,, . . . . P,} for all n 3 1. 
Proof. If height(J) = h + 1, then Rad(K) =Rad(H), by [lo, (2.5.3)], so 
Q(K)=Q(H), by (2.2.5), and so (5.2.1) holds. 
For (5.2.2), if the b, are an asymptotic sequence in A, then height(J) = 
h + 1, by (2.2.11), so the conclusions of (52.1) hold. Also, K, = H, is a 
radical ideal, by [lo, (3.4)], so A*(K)=A*(H), by (2.2.5). Further, [lo, 
(3.8)] says that A*(K)= {P,, . . . . Pd} and that the P, n A (j= 1, . . . . d) are 
distinct and are the minimal primes in Ass(A) that do not contain b,. 
Therefore by (22.11) they are the minimal primes in Ass(A). Finally, fix 
PEA*(K) and z = P n A, so z E m Ass(A), and so Rad(B,) = zB,. Also, 
the images of the b, are an asymptotic sequence in A/z, by (2.2.13), so 
height((J+ z)/z)= h+ 1. Therefore K,B,= H,B,= PB, and B,/Rad(B,) 
is a regular local ring, by (5.1). Therefore, since a*(Z)= 
U {p;p~ Ass(R/(I”), for some n 3 1 ), by [ 12, (2.4)], it follows that 
(K”),=n {(K”), B,n B; PEA*(K)} = n {(K”Bp),n B; PEA*(K)} = 
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n {(P”B, + Rad(B,))nB; PEA*(K)] = n {(H”),B,nB; PEA*(H)} 
= (H”), for ail n 3 1, so (52.2) holds. 
For (5.2.3), if the bi are an essential sequence in A, then they are an 
asymptotic sequence in A, by (2.2.10), so the conclusions of (5.2.2) hold. 
Also, the first part of the proof of (52.2) showed that K, = H,, hence 
E(K)=E( H), by (2.2.5). Further, it follows from (2.4) that the Pin A 
(,j = 1, . . . . g) are distinct and that they are the primes in Ass(A) that do not 
contain h,,. Therefore they are the primes in Ass(A), since b, is regular, by 
(2.2.11). 
Now if PE Ass(B/H), then PE Q(H), by (2.4), so it follows from (2.2.1) 
and what has already been noted that P E E(H) = E(K), hence Ass(B/H) E 
E(K). Also, z = P n A E Ass(A), by (2.4), so the images of the bi in A/z are 
an essential sequence, by (2.2.13), and so height((d+ z)/z) = h + 1, by 
(2.2.11). Therefore the remaining conclusions (except E(K) = Ass(B/H)) 
follow from (5.1). Thus it remains to show that E(K) c Ass(B/H). 
For this, let P E E(K), let p = P n A, and let S = A - P. We consider the 
two cases: (a) h,$~ and (b) b, EP. 
If b,$p, then KB,= (X, - h;/bb, . . . . X,- bL/b&) B,, where b,! is the 
image in A, of hi. Therefore KB, is generated by a B,-sequence, so 
Ass(B,/KB,) = Ass(B,/K”B,) for all n > 1. Also, with C = B/H as in (2.4), 
it is clear that B,/KB, = A,, and A,= C,, since 6, is regular in A (since 
b,, b,, . . . . b,] are an essential sequence). Further, C,= B,/HB,, so 
KB, = HB,. Therefore, since PB,e E(KB,), by (2.2.6), it follows from 
(2.2.1) that PB, E U { ASS( B,/K”B,; n 2 1 } = ASS( B,/KB,) = Ass(B,/HB,), 
so P E Ass( B/H), as desired. 
We now claim that (b) cannot happen: that is, if 6, b,, . . . . b, are an 
essential sequence in A and P E E(K), then 6, $p = P n A. To see this, sup- 
pose, on the contrary, that b,Ep. Then b,=b,X,-fieP, so J_cp=PnA. 
Let (R, M) = (A,,pA,) and let (R*, A4*) be the completion of R. Then 
D = R* [X, , . . . . X,] is a faithfully flat R[X,, . . . . X,] = B,-module. Let P* 
be a minimal prime divisor of PD, so P* E E(KD), by (2.2.6, 2.2.8), 
and M*D c P*. Now the images in R*/z of b,, b,, . . . . b,, are an 
essential sequence in R*/z for all z E Ass(R*), by the hypothesis on 
the hi and by (2.2.12, 2.2.14, 2.2.13), so height((JR* +z)/z=h+ 1 for 
all z E Ass(R*), by (2.2.11). Also, there exists ZE Ass(R*) such that 
zD E P* and P”/zD E E((KD + zD)/zD), by (2.2.7). Therefore h + 1 < 
height(M*/;) = height( M*/z)( D/zD)) < height( P*/zD), and it is clear that 
height( KD + zD)/zD) < h. Therefore, if it is shown that E((KD + zD)/zD) 
is a one element set, then it follows that P*/zD $ E((KD + zD)/zD), and 
this is a contradiction, and so (b) cannot happen. Thus it remains to show 
that if J= (b,, b,, . . . . b,,) A has height h+ 1 in a complete focal domain A, 
then E(K) = {H}. 
For this, if height(/)= h + 1, then Rad(K)= Rad(H), by (5.2.1), and 
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Rad(H) = H, since A is an integral domain. Also, Rad(K) = Rad(H) 
implies that height(K) = height(H) = h. Further, if A is a complete local 
domain, then B is locally unmixed, so since K is generated by 
h = height(K) elements, it follows from (2.2.2) that E(K) is the set of 
minimal prime divisors of K. Therefore Rad(K) = Rad(H) = H implies that 
E(K)= {H}. 
Finally, it is clear than an A-sequence is an essential sequence, so the 
first conclusion in (5.2.4) holds. Also, K= H and K is generated by a 
B-sequence, by [2, Proposition 2, Theorem], so the last statement in 
(5.2.4) holds by [ 12, (3.3)]. Q.E.D. 
(5.3 ) Remark. (5.3.1). If 6,, b i, . . . . b, are an essential sequence in A, 
then Q(K) = Q(H) = {P,, . . . . PR). For, it was shown in (2.4) that 
{P , , . . . . P, ) G Q(K) n Q( H ). and Q(Z) G E(I) holds for all ideals Z, by 
(2.2.1), so this follows from (5.2.3). 
(5.3.2). If A is a quasi-unmixed (resp., unmixed, Cohen-Macaulay) 
local ring in (5.2), then height(J) = h + 1 if and only if b,, b,, . . . . b, are an 
asymptotic (resp., essential, A) sequence, by (2.2.10) (and since A is a local 
ring that satisfies the first chain condition for prime ideals), so the 
hypotheses of (5.2.1, 5.2.2) (resp., (5.2.1-5.2.3; 5.2.1-5.2.4)) are the same. 
And it follows from (2.2.10) that a similar statement holds when A is 
locally quasi-unmixed (resp., locally unmixed, locally Cohen-Macaulay ), if 
height(J ) = h + 1 in (5.2.1) is replaced with height( b,, 6, , . . . . hi) A ) = i + 1 
for i = 0, 1, . . . . 12. 
(5.3.3). If a locally unmixed and b,, b,, . . . . b, are an essential 
sequence in A, then fi, . . . . f,, are an essential sequence in B, by (6.5.2), so 
Q(K) = a*(K) = E(K) is the set of minimal prime divisors of K, by (2.2.2). 
Therefore Q(H) = a*(H) = E(H) is the set of minimal prime divisors of H, 
since (5.2) showed that Rad(K)=Rad(H), Q(K)=Q(H), A*(K)=A*(H), 
and E(K)=E(H). 
I believe the following corollary is new even when the bi are an 
A-sequence, but it is partly known for A-sequences when A is an integral 
domain. 
(5.4) COROLLARY. With the notation of (2.4) assume that the bi are an 
essential sequence in A and that Ass(A) has exactly one element. Then the 
following hold: 
(5.4.1). E(K)=E(H)= {P}, where P=Rad(K)=Rad(H). 
(5.4.2). K, = H, = P, where P= Rad(K), (K”), = (H”), is P primary 
for all n 2 1, and there exists a positive integer k such that P’“) = K’- kPCk) 
for all n 2 k. 
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(5.4.3). If P and k are as in (5.4.2), then (P’“‘)’ = P(“‘)for all n > k and 
for all iB 1. 
Proof Section (5.4.1) follows immediately from (5.2.1, 5.2.3). 
The first two statements in (5.4.2) follow from (5.2.2). For the last 
statement in (5.4.2), since K, is P-primary, it is shown in [13, (3.3)] that 
there exists an integer k such that P(“) = (KU)“-k PCk) for all n > k. 
Therefore (5.4.2) follows from the fact that K is a reduction of KU. 
For (5.4.3), it follows from (5.4.2) that P@” = K”‘-kP’k’~ 
fM- npn-kp(k) c (p”)i- 1 p(n) c (p(“))j- 1 p(n) = p(a);, and it is clear that 
p(n); c pw, Q.E.D. 
6. AN APPLICATION TO ESSENTIAL SEQUENCES 
In this section we use the earlier results to prove a couple of new results 
concerning essential sequences. The first of these, (6.1), is the essential 
sequence analog of [ 10, (3.8)]. 
(6.1) THEOREM. Let b,, b,, . . . . b,, be nonunits in a Noetherian ring A. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(6.1.1). The images of b,, b,, . . . . b, are an essential sequence in A,,,,, 
for a(1 maximal ideals M in A that contain J= (b,, b,, . . . . b,,) A. 
(6.1.2). E(K) = E(H) contains exactly g prime ideals, where 
g=card({z;z EAss(A) and b,#z}). 
Proof. Assume first that A is an integral domain, so H is a prime ideal. 
If (6.1.1) holds, then since A is an integral domain it suffices, by (2.2.6), to 
show that for all maximal ideals N in B that contain K it holds that 
E(KB,) = E(HB,) = { HB,}. For this, fix such an ideal N, let P = N n A, 
and let S = A - P. If b, E P, then bj = b,X, -f, E P for i = 1, . . . . h, so it 
follows from (6.1.1, 5.2.3) that E(KB,)= E(HB,)= (HB,}, so E(KB,)= 
E( HB,) = { HB, >, by (2.2.6) and since N n S = a. If b,, $ P, then it follows 
as in the fourth paragraph of the proof of (5.2.3) that HB,= KB, is 
generated by a B,-sequence. Therefore Ass(B, JK”B,) = Ass(B,/H”B,) = 
HB, for all n 2 1, so it follows from (2.2.1, 2.2.6) that E(KB,) = E(HB,) = 
{ HB,}. Therefore (6.1.1) = (6.1.2) when A is an integral domain. 
If A is not an integral domain, then it follows from (2.2.7) that if 
z E Ass(A) and 6, $ z, then (6.1.1) holds for A/z (since b, 4 z). And it follows 
from (2.2.7) and what was proved in the preceding paragraph that for each 
z E Ass(A) such that 6, $z there exists exactly one PEE(K) such that 
P n A = z and E( (K + zB)/zB) = {H* }, where H* is the kernel of the 
natural homomorphism from B/zB onto (A/z)[b;/bb, . . . . bL/bb] (where the 
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’ denotes residue class modulo z). However, (K + zB)/zB G (H + zB)/zB G 
H* = ((K+zB)/zB),, by (52.3) (and by (5.2.2)), so it follows from (2.2.5) 
that E( (K+ zB)/zB) = E( (H + zB)/zB). Therefore it follows that E(K) = 
E(H) contains at least g elements. 
To see that E(K) has at most g elements let PEE(K) and by (2.2.7) let 
s~Ass(A) such that ZBE P and P/zBEE((K+zB)/zB). If b,$z, then P is 
one of the g prime ideals of the previous paragraph. So suppose that b, E z 
Then it follows from (2.2.11) and the hypothesis that J+z=A. However, 
P/zBE E((K+zB)/zB) and (K+zB)/zB= (J+zB)/zB, since h,+z =0 in 
A/z, and this is a contradiction. Therefore (61.1) * (6.1.2). 
Now assume that (6.1.2) holds and suppose that (6.1.1) does not hold. 
Then there exists a maximal ideal h4 in A such that Jz h4 and the images 
of the bi are not an essential sequence in R = A,. Therefore if R* is the 
completion of R, then there exists 2 E Ass(R*) sucn that the images of the 6, 
in R*/z are not an essential sequence, by (2.2.14, 2.2.13). Therefore 
height((JR* +z)/z)=k<It+ 1, by (2.2.10). Let P be a minimal prime 
divisor of JR* + z such that P/z is a height k prime divisor of (JR* + z)/z 
and let D = R*[X,, . . . . X,], so D is a faithfully flat B,P,-module. Then 
(P/z)(D/zD) is a minimal prime divisor of (KD + zD)/zD (since it contains 
a minimal prime divisor, say q, and it is readily seen that b,,~ q, so 
(JR* + z)/z c q n (R*/z), and so q = (P/z)( D/zD)). Therefore P E E( JR*) 
and PDE E(KD), by (2.2.3, 2.2.7). Therefore (*) p= PnA EE(J) and 
N= PDn BEE(K), by (2.2.8, 2.2.6) and N=pB. Now by (2.4, 2.2.1): 
(**) for each z E Ass(A) such that bo$z there exists PEE(H) such that 
P n A = z, and E(K) = E(H), by hypothesis. Therefore, if p E Ass(A), then 
since h”~ JEP it follows from (*) and (**) that card(E(K)) >g= 
card( {z; z E Ass(A) and h, 6 ;) ), and this contradicts the hypothesis. 
Therefore p$Ass(A). However, it then again follows from (*) and (**) 
that card( E(K)) > g, and this contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore 
(6.1.2)* (6.1.1). Q.E.D. 
(6.2) Remark. There is an error in the last sentence of the proof of [ 10, 
(3.8)] (which is the asymptotic sequence analog of (6.1)), namely, where it 
is claimed that “PB’n B 2 H since PB” 2 HB’.” What was shown there 
was that PB” $ H*, where H* is a certain prime divisor of HB’. However, 
[ 10, (3.8)] is correct, and the error in its proof can be fixed as in the last 
part of the proof of (6.1). 
Corollaries (6.3) and (6.4) are the essential sequence analogs of [ 10, 
(3.9, 3.10)]. 
(6.3) COROLLARY. If b,, b,, . . . . b, are elements in the Jacobson radical of 
a Noetherian ring A, then they are an essential sequence in A if and only if b, 
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is regular in A and E(K) = E(H) contains exactly g elements, where 
g = card(Ass(A)). 
Proof. If the bi are an essential sequence, then b, is regular in A, by 
(2.2.11), and the images of the bi are an essential sequence in A,,, for all 
maximal ideals M in A, by hypothesis and (2.2.12), so one direction follows 
from (6.1). 
For the converse, it readily follows from the definition of an essential 
sequence that elements in the Jacobson radical of A are an essential 
sequence in A if their images in A,,, are an essential sequence, for 
all maximal ideals M in A. Therefore the other direction also follows 
from (6.1). Q.E.D. 
(6.4.) COROLLARY. Zf A is a locally unmixed Noetherian ring and 
b,,, b,, . . . . h, are nonunits in A such that height((b,, b,, . . . . bi) A) = i+ 1 for 
i=O, 1, . . . . h, then E(K) = E(H) contains exactly g elements, where 
g = card(Ass(A)). 
ProoJ It is noted in (2.2.10) that the hypothesis on A and the bi implies 
that ho, b,, . . . . b, are an essential sequence in A. Therefore their images in 
A, are an essential sequence for all maximal ideals M in A that contain 
them, by (2.2.12), and 6, is regular in A, by (2.2.11), so the conclusion 
follows from (6.1). Q.E.D. 
We close with the following result, for which (6.5.2) is the essential 
sequence analog of the following result, [2, Proposition 2, Theorem]: If 
b,, b,, . . . . 6, are an A-sequence, then f,, . . . . fh are a B-sequence. 
(6.5) THEOREM. With the notation of (2.4) the following hold: 
(6.5.1). [f the images of b,, b,, . . . . b, in A, are an essential sequence 
for all maximal ideals M in A that contain J= (b,, bI, . . . . b,,) A, then the 
images of.f, , . . . . f,, in B, are an essential sequence for all maximal ideals N in 
B that contain K= (f,, . . . . fh) B. 
(6.5.2). Ifb,, b,, .,., b, are an essential sequence in A, then fi , . . . . fh are 
an essential sequence in B. 
Proof: (6.5.1). Suppose that there exists a maximal ideal N in B 
such that KG N and the images of the fi are not an essential sequence 
Then it follows that there exists j= 1, . . . . h such that 
~c~~h((fl ,..., f.- ) B). Let p=PnA. If b,$p, then the images of 
,f,, . . . . f,, in B1-L are a prime sequence and fin PB,-,E 
E(( fl , . . . . f, ~ , ) B, pp), and this is a contradiction. Therefore b, EP, so Jsp, 
and so it follows from the hypothesis and (2.2.12) that the images of the bi 
in A, are an essential sequence. Therefore the images of b,, b,, . . . . bj-, are 
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an essential sequence in A,, and it was shown in case (b) in the proof of 
(52.3) that this implies that the image of b,, is not in any essential prime 
divisor of (f, , . . . . fi- 1 ) B,4 PP. However, it follows from (2.2.6) that 
PB .++Wf,, . . ..vfi.) B,--,,I, and this is a contradiction. Therefore 
(6.5.1) holds. 
The proof of (6.5.2) is similar. Q.E.D. 
The converse of both parts of (6.5) are false, as is readily seen by 
considering the case when A is an altitude one local domain and h = 1. 
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